
 
  
 

 

DUBAI DIAMOND EXCHANGE SIGNS STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH 
STARGEMS TO CONNECT INTERNATIONAL DIAMOND MINERS AND 
MANUFACTURERS 
 
Boosting the flow of rough diamonds through Dubai, the agreement sees DDE stage a series of 
Stargems tenders in 2018 
 
18 FEBRUARY 2018 

 

 
DMCC, the world’s leading Free Zone for trade and enterprise, announced that its Dubai 
Diamond Exchange (DDE) signed a strategic partnership today with Stargems, specialized in the 
sourcing and supply of the finest diamonds, to host a series of rough diamond tenders in 2018. 
 
The agreement enables international members, miners and suppliers to trade and distribute 
rough diamonds at Stargems events hosted at DDE’s state-of-the-art headquarters in Almas 
Tower, Dubai, the only World Federation of Diamond Bourses (WFDB) accredited exchange in 
the Middle East. 
 
“Dubai has fast emerged as one of the world’s top three diamond centres, and we are always 
looking at ways of nurturing and growing this footprint by connecting producers with buyers 
along the Dubai – Africa axis and beyond. The Stargems collaboration is of course a welcome 
initiative as it further underscores Dubai and DDE’s position as the global destination of choice 
for the diamond industry,” said Ahmed Bin Sulayem, Executive Chairman, DMCC. 
 
One of the world’s top three diamond hubs, the DDE sits at the centre of Dubai’s diamond 
trading industry valued at 26 billion USD in 2016. 
 
“This is an exciting chapter for Stargems and we are thrilled to partner with the DDE, a facility 
that is synonymous with the highest possible industry standards,” said Shailesh Javeri, 
Chairman, Stargems Group. 
 
“The business case is clear. Diamond tenders are an increasingly important sales mechanism for 
us, through these tenders, we hope to bridge the gap between the diamond producing nations 
and the manufacturing units in Asia. This partnership will guarantee a secure and transparent 
tendering process in a regulated environment provided by the DDE.” Mr. Javeri added. 
  



DDE hosted tenders attended by over 130 international buyers in 2017 with the opening of 
Almas Diamond Services DMCC – the UAE’s first state of the art diamond polishing facility – in 
November further elevating the Dubai Diamond Exchange’s global standing. 
 
 
About DMCC 

Headquartered in Dubai, DMCC is the world’s most interconnected Free Zone, and the leading 
trade and enterprise hub for commodities. Whether developing vibrant neighbourhoods with 
world-class property like Jumeirah Lakes Towers and the much anticipated Uptown Dubai, or 
delivering high performance business services, DMCC provides everything its dynamic 
community needs to live, work and thrive. Made for Trade, DMCC is proud to sustain and grow 
Dubai’s position as the place to be for global trade today and long into the future. 
www.dmcc.ae 
 
 
About Stargems 

Stargems Group is an international diamond company that specializes in the sourcing and 
supply of the finest diamonds to customers across the world. With a legacy of over 35 years in 
the diamond industry, Stargems now holds prominence in manufacturing, wholesaling, retailing 
and tendering of diamonds. www.stargemgroup.com 
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